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ABSTRACT 

This paper addresses the need for systematic control of field-scale performance in the 

emplacement and operation of in situ chemical treatment barriers; in particular, it addresses the issue 

of how the local coupling of reaction kinetics and material heterogeneities at the laboratory or bench 

scale can be accurately upscaled to the field. The authors have recently developed modeling 

analysis tools that can explicitly account for all relevant chemical reactions that accompany the 

transport of reagents and contaminants through a chemically and physically heterogeneous 

subsurface rock or soil matrix. These tools are incorporated into an enhanced design methodology 

for in situ chemical treatment technologies, and the new methodology is demonstrated in the 

ongoing design of a field experiment for the In Situ Redox Manipulation (ISRM) project at the U.S. 

Department of Energy (DOE) Hanford Site. The ISRM design approach, which systematically 

integrates bench-scale and site characterization information, provides an ideal test for the new 

reactive transport techniques. The need for the enhanced chemistry capability is demonstrated by an 

example that shows how intra-aqueous redox kinetics can affect the transport of reactive solutes. 

Simulations are carried out on massively parallel computer architectures to resolve the influence of 

multiscale heterogeneities on multicomponent, multidimensional reactive transport. The technology 

will soon be available to design larger-scale remediation schemes. 

1 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Groundwater contaminant plumes that are dispersed over large areas and located hundreds 

of feet below the ground surface are difficult to treat with excavation or pump-and-treat methods. 

Therefore, a number of in situ treatment technologies have been proposed to address the 

remediation of these plumes. For example, in situ chemical remediation is often based on the 

creation of a subsurface zone or "barrier" where migrating contaminants will be intercepted and 

either destroyed or permanently immobilized. The successful design of these permeable chemical 

barriers requires the ability to engineer two sets of chemical interactions: (1) between the reagent 

and the local subsurface environment, in order to emplace the barrier; and (2) between the created 

barrier and the migrating contaminants, in order to effect remediation. These interactions will be 

different at each contaminated site and, in fact, vary within a given site. Thus, a major and 

heretofore unaddressed challenge is to design for the systematic control of these chemical reactions 

under the naturally variable or heterogeneous conditions found in the field. 

Standard groundwater transport models being used to design in situ barriers simplify the 

chemistry to an unacceptable degree (e.g., by using only decay and retardation). They cannot 

adequately account for field-scale performance issues arising from complex chemical reactions in 

heterogeneous subsurface environments. These issues, which can significantly affect barrier 

performance, include permeability and flow-field modification by mineral precipitation (Walsh et 

al., 1982; Hekim et al., 1982; Ortoleva et al., 1987; Novak, 1993; Steefel and Lasaga, 1994; 

Sevougian et al., 1994), alteration of barrier reactivity arising from mineral dissolution and surface 

reactions (Stumm and Morgan, 1981; Helgeson et al., 1984; Lichtner, 1985), the propagation of 

chemical waves (Walsh et al., 1984; Bryant et al., 1987; Dria et al., 1987; Novak et al., 1991; 

Lichtner, 1992; Novak and Sevougian, 1993; Sevougian et al., 1993), and simultaneous 

equilibrium and kinetic reactions (Bahr and Rubin, 1987; Brusseau et al., 1989; Yeh and Tripathi, 

1991; Friedly, 1991; Steefel and Lasaga, 1992; Sevougian et al., 1993). Inadequate modeling of 

these phenomena in a heterogeneous aquifer can require expensive overdesign and/or result in an 
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increased risk of failure. 

The new methodology described here is a quantitative approach that attempts to address all 

of the issues described above. It seeks to systematically control the field-scale performance of in 

situ barriers by coupling a detailed model of local chemical interactions to a realistic model of field-

scale physical and chemical heterogeneities. By establishing a more rigorous physical basis, the 

enhanced methodology effectively uses laboratory and field data, and the resulting barrier designs 

should be more efficient and reliable. 

For example, consider the issue of chemical waves, i.e., traveling variations in the 

concentration of aqueous species resulting from interaction with mineral phases. These can include 

both chromatographic waves induced by ion exchange (Rhee et al., 1970; Helfferich and Klein, 

1970; Pope et al., 1978; Bryant et al., 1986) or waves resulting from precipitation/dissolution 

reactions (Schechter et al., 1987; Helfferich, 1989). When a chemical wave breaks through a 

production well, the concentration of contaminants carried by the wave can increase by many 

orders of magnitude. Retardation coefficients are often too gross an approximation to accurately 

predict the time, location, and magnitude of this breakthrough behavior—thus the motivation to 

couple more detailed reaction mechanisms with solute transport. 

The time scale of chemical reactions relative to transport (Jennings and Kirkner, 1984; 

Schechter, 1991; Lichtner, 1993; Sevougian et al., 1993) is another important issue. Some 

reactions appear to be fast relative to the rate of fluid flow and can be assumed to be locally in 

equilibrium; others are slow and must be modeled with a kinetic rate law. This leads to a set of 

mixed algebraic/differential equations which often requires special numerical methods for their 

solution (Brenan et al., 1989). Allowing both equilibrium and kinetic reactions in the model 

increases its flexibility and range of validity, yielding a more accurate design for in situ barriers. 

Below we illustrate the importance of this capability with an example based on the acidification of 

groundwater near mine tailings. 

The methodology described below is flexible enough to address the different combinations 

of reagents, contaminants, and local geochemistry found at various sites. In particular, we 
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envision its application to the migration and interaction of a number of contaminants and co-

contaminants present at DOE weapons sites. These contaminants include heavy metals, 

radionuclides, and dissolved organic substances (Riley and Zachara, 1992). For example, at 

Hanford the contaminants present in the saturated zone include chromium, uranium, and carbon 

tetrachloride—all of which can be immobilized by permeable in situ chemical barriers. In this 

paper we provide the basic outline and approach of the new design methodology; a future paper 

will report on the success of the method, once the field results are analyzed. 

2. IN SITU REDOX MANIPULATION 

Although the proposed technology is applicable to any type of permeable in situ chemical 

barrier, we propose to test and prove the enhanced design methodology in support of the In Situ 

Redox Manipulation (ISRM) project sponsored by the Office of Technology Development In Situ 

Remediation Technology Integrated Program. The ISRM project (Fruchter et al., 1993; Amonette 

et al., 1994; Williams et al., 1994; Gorby and Fruchter, 1994) is in the midst of designing a proof-

of-concept field experiment for the emplacement of a chemically reductive barrier. This project 

employs a systematic design approach that can readily accommodate our recently developed 

reactive transport modeling tools. We will be able to address all aspects of the ISRM field 

experiment design using the enhanced design methodology: site characterization, including both 

physical and chemical heterogeneities; pumping/injection rates and durations; reagent composition, 

concentration, and stability; monitoring and sampling schemes; and performance indicators. 

The ISRM project is designing field experiments to test the feasibility of creating 

permeable chemical barriers in situ by manipulation of the subsurface redox potential. These 

barriers are zones of reductive redox potential created by interaction of an injected reagent with in 

situ minerals. Specifically, the ISRM project will engineer an abiotic reduction of subsurface 

materials through reaction with dithionite ion, S2O42-. Injection of S2O42- into aquifers 

containing layered aluminosilicates (clays) has the effect of reducing the structural iron in the clays 
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from the Fet111) state to the Fe^1) state. This in turn creates a spatially fixed "chemical barrier" that 

can intercept and reduce oxidized groundwater contaminants, such as chromium and carbon 

tetrachloride, thereby significantly lowering their mobility. For example, C r ^ is present in much 

higher concentrations in groundwater than Crtffl). The aqueous concentration of the latter is 

usually controlled by the solubility of Cr(OH)3(s), so if the barrier can precipitate this solid, then 

aqueous Cr is effectively immobilized. 

Assuming an iron-rich smectite, the overall reduction of this representative clay by sodium 

dithionite, Na2S2C>4, can be written as: 

2Cao.3(Fe(

2

in)Ali.4Mgo.6)Si802o(OH)4*nH20+ 2Na+ + S 2 0 4

2 - + 2H 20 

<=> 2(NaCao.3)(Fe(m)Fe(U)Al1.4Mgo.6)Si802o(OH)4«nH20 + 2S0 3

2 - + 4H+ (1) 

In this reaction, each electron contributed by dithionite reduces an Fe^11) atom in the clay. The 

additional -1 charge in the clay structure is shown to be balanced by a concurrent adsorption of 

interlayer Na+ ions, although either Ca 2 + or FeOH+ could also be adsorbed, with the FeOH+ being 

contributed by dissolution of the iron oxides present in the sediment. For simplicity we have not 

shown the reduction of structural Fe(in) by dehydroxylation or by semiconductor-like, 

conductivity-band electrons (Gan et al., 1992). The rate of reaction 1 must be determined 

experimentally, along with the equilibrium constant for the reaction. Since the rate may be 

controlled by the amount of S2O42- adsorbed on the clays, it will probably be necessary to include 

adsorption isotherms or surface complexation data to accurately describe the dissolution process 

(e.g., Hering and Stumm, 1990). 

Other reactions may be important, too. For example, dithionite ion disproportionates to 

thiosulfate, S2O32-, and bisulfite, HSO3-, according to the reaction (Cotton and Wilkinson, 1980, 

p. 535) 

2S 2 0 4

2 - + H 2 0 - * S 2 0 3

2 - + 2HS0 3- (2) 

This disproportionation has a half-life on the order of a day (Amonette et al., 1994), which is 
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comparable to the time required to emplace the barrier. Also important is the reversible 

dissociation of S2O42- to the free radical SO": 

S 2 0 4

2 - <=> 2SO~ (3) 

It is likely that reduction of Fet111) in the clay structure is mainly caused by these highly reactive 

free radicals (Gan et al., 1992; Amonette et al., 1994) rather than by direct reaction with the 

dithionite ion. 

In addition, other reactions may occur in the subsurface that can affect the success of the 

redox manipulation. The dithionite may react preferentially, for example, with other metal 

(hydr)oxides in the aquifer, thus limiting the amount of structural iron in the clays that can be 

reduced. For instance, reduction and dissolution of ferric (hydr)oxides will increase the aqueous 

concentration of Fe 2 +, which could in turn precipitate siderite, FeCC>3(s). Other possible 

precipitates could include calcium sulfites and thiosulfates. Also, as discussed below, intra-

aqueous oxidation/reduction reactions can occur, for example, between 02(aq) and S2O42-. The 

design analysis must be able to account for all of these reactions, some of which may be at 

equilibrium and some of which may proceed at a finite rate. Furthermore, these reactions must be 

linked to the transport processes that predominate during the ISRM test. The coupling of the 

transport processes to the reaction processes is particularly important, since they are likely to occur 

over a similar time scale of days. 

In summary, a whole range of different chemical mechanisms must be modeled to 

accurately design the redox manipulation test, including precipitation/dissolution, adsorption, ion 

exchange, oxidation/reduction, intra-aqueous speciation, and surface complexation. The relevant 

transport processes include advection, diffusion, and dispersion. 

3. COUPLING DETAILED CHEMISTRY TO TRANSPORT 

Despite the importance, effort, and cost of quantifying reagent chemistry in the subsurface, 

reactive transport modeling tools have not been generally available to provide a systematic 
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(physically based) scale-up of understanding at the laboratory scale to barrier performance in the 

field. Designing the appropriate specification of injection rates, durations, and concentrations to 

achieve optimal control at the field scale is problematic without explicit consideration of chemical 

reactions coupled to physical transport processes. Without a systematic understanding of the 

interacting processes, several field experiments will be necessary to gain knowledge of field-scale 

barrier performance. Furthermore, these field experiments will have to be repeated each time a 

new reagent, contaminant, or site is considered. This is an extremely costly approach that will not 

be feasible for most applications of the in situ chemical barrier technology. The result is that most 

designs will be based on insufficient knowledge and, thus, will not be cost-effective. 

To address these important issues, the new design technology includes the following 

features: (1) the ability to model an arbitrary number and variety of simultaneous chemical 

processes; (2) the capacity to couple reactions occurring at disparate time scales, i.e., simultaneous 

equilibrium and kinetic reactions (Sevougian et al., 1993); (3) the capability to correcdy combine 

all of these reactions with fluid transport; (4) the potential to readily incorporate new experimental 

data as they become available without the need to redesign or reprogram (i.e., to read data as input, 

rather than by hardcoding); and (5) the option of using several widely accepted chemical databases 

(Felmy et al., 1984; Wolery, 1992). The reactive transport modeling tools developed by the 

authors account for all geochemical reactions important to in situ remediation technologies: 

precipitation/dissolution, adsorption, ion exchange, oxidation/reduction, intra-aqueous speciation, 

and surface speciation. A fundamental feature of these chemistry tools is their portability and 

adaptability to a wide variety of in situ treatments. 

4. INTRA-AQUEOUS REDOX KINETICS 

For the chemical barrier described above, in which dithionite ion is used to manipulate the 

in situ redox potential, it may be necessary to explicitly incorporate intra-aqueous redox kinetics in 

the modeling tools. The importance of redox kinetics in natural waters has received significant 
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attention in the literature (e.g., Jackson and Patterson, 1982; Barcelona and Nayrnik, 1984; 

Lindberg and Runnels, 1984; van Beek and van Puffelen, 1987; Rose and Long, 1988; Barcelona 

et al., 1989; Eary and Schramke, 1990), but much research remains to be done regarding its effect 

on reactive solute transport in chemically and physically heterogeneous aquifers (Liu and 

Narasimhan, 1989a,b; Postma et al., 1991). Until now, most reaction-transport analyses have 

assumed overall redox equilibrium (indeed, many existing models still assume equilibrium for all 

reactions), neglecting important differences in the half-lives of various redox couples. For 

example, at low pH the oxidation kinetics of several elements, such as arsenic and iron, can be 

very slow. These rate limitations may have a significant effect on the propagation of reactive 

contaminant plumes. 

Recently, we investigated the influence of intra-aqueous redox kinetics on the movement of 

reactive contaminants and found that intra-aqueous iron redox kinetics can have a significant effect 

during the oxidation of pyrite, with spatial disequilibrium ranging from the millimeter to the tens-

of-meters scale, depending on the reactive surface area. It is likely that this effect could be 

significant in the abiotic reduction of clays by dithionite and subsequent reduction of contaminants 

in the ISRM project (see Eq. 1), particularly because it has been established that the dithionite ion 

itself is unstable in aqueous solution (Eqs. 2 and 3). Thus, it would seem to be advantageous to 

use more comprehensive reaction software, such as that discussed here, which can model these 

kinetically controlled intra-aqueous reactions. 

Our first effort to quantify the effect of intra-aqueous redox kinetics on contaminant 

transport has involved the study of acid mine drainage (Sevougian and Steefel, 1993). Drainage 

water from mine tailings composed of heavy metals such as lead, zinc, and copper usually 

becomes acidified through the oxidation of pyrite, FeS2(s), unless it is buffered by carbonate 

minerals (Stumm and Morgan, 1981). This acidification creates a favorable environment for 

further leaching of these and other poisonous metals, such as arsenic and molybdenum. The main 

questions we address in this regard are how important are intra-aqueous redox kinetics, and 

whether equilibrium reaction modeling suffices to accurately predict metal transport. The scenario 
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is oxygenated water flowing into a pyritic aquifer or tailings pile, dissolving pyrite to produce 

ferrous ion, Fe 2 + , which subsequently may be oxidized to ferric ion, Fe 3 + . The question is what 

influence the rate of this intra-aqueous reaction has on the overall redox state of the groundwater, 

throughout the spatial domain of interest. 

There are two important oxidation reactions that dissolve pyrite in mine tailings, one 

involving 02(aq) and the other involving Fe 3 + (McKibben and Barnes, 1986; Moses et al., 1987; 

Moses and Herman, 1991; Rimstidt and Newcomb, 1993): 

FeS2(s) + ]- 0 2(aq) + H 2 0 -> F e 2 + + 2 SOj" + 2 H + (4) 

FeS2(s) + 14Fe 3 + + 8 H 2 6 - ^ 15 F e 2 + + 2 SO4" + 16 H + (5) 

Although both of these oxidation reactions acidify the groundwater through production of H + ions, 

the pyrite-Fe3+ reaction (Eq. 5) produces eight times as much H + per mole of pyrite dissolved. 

Thus, if this reaction is able to proceed, the groundwater will acidify much more rapidly. 

However, the oxidation of F e 2 + to F e 3 + 

F e 2 + + H + + \ 0 2(aq) - ^ F e 3 + + ) - H 2 0 (6) 

is an intermediate reaction between reactions 4 and 5 and can slow the acidification process. If 

reaction 6 is slow, then little Fe 3 + is available for reaction 5, whereas if reaction 6 is fast 

(equilibrium), then the extent of reaction 5 can go much further toward the products, increasing the 

acidification. A schematic of the pyrite oxidation process is shown in Figure 1. 

The relative strengths of C>2(aq) and Fe 3 + as oxidants of sulfide are shown in the "redox 

ladder" of Figure" 2 (Scott and Morgan, 1990). In this figure, the Fe 3 + state is depicted as 

Fe(OH)2+, since this is the dominant Fe 3 + species in the pH range considered here. In this redox 

ladder, the oxidant of a redox couple is on the left side while the reductant is on the right. 

Furthermore, the strongest oxidants are at the top and the strongest reductants at the bottom of the 

ladder. Any oxidant of a redox couple can oxidize a reductant that stands on a lower point of the 

ladder. Thus, we see that HS - (and also pyrite, which is not shown) would be oxidized first by 

C>2(aq), and then by Fe 3 + , if these reactions were equilibrium reactions. In a system with fluid 
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transport, this reduction sequence will be manifest over space, as well as time, as shown in Figure 

3. However, kinetic constraints often modify these equilibrium tendencies, as demonstrated 

below. 

Another important contributor to the acidification process is precipitation of amorphous 

ferric hydroxide, Fe(OH)3(am): 

F e 3 + + 3 H 2 0 -> Fe(OH)3(am) + 3 H + (7) 

This reaction also requires a supply of Fe 3 + ion, so that the intra-aqueous conversion of F e 2 + to 

Fe 3 + takes on added importance. 

To quantify these effects, a one-dimensional reaction-transport example will be shown in 

which oxygenated water infiltrates a tailings pile containing 4% by volume of FeS2(s). This 

example was solved using the geochemical simulator KGEOFLOW (Sevougian, et al., 1994). It 

solves the advection/dispersion equation in a one-dimensional Eulerian reference frame with any 

combination of kinetic and equilibrium reactions and any number of chemical species and elements. 

The elements, aqueous species, and mineral phases used for this example are listed in Table 1. 

For this example, all intra-aqueous reactions were considered to be at equilibrium, with the 

exception of Fe reactions. For intra-aqueous Fe reactions we consider two limiting cases: (1) 

complete intra-aqueous Fe equilibrium, which implies a single Eh for the whole system; and (2) 

complete intra-aqueous Fe dwequihbrium, which implies that the Fe 3 + -Fe 2 + Eh is different from 

the Eh of other redox pairs, such as S042~-HS~ and 02(aq)-H20. In this disequilibrium case, all 

intra-aqueous species composed of Fe 2 + can react only with each other and not with Fe3 +-bearing 

species. 

The steady-state rate profiles, C>2(aq) concentrations, and pH are shown in Figures 3-5, 

respectively, for these two limiting cases of equilibrium and disequiUbrium (after an infiltration 

period of 20 years). The rate constants and intrinsic rate laws for the two pyrite dissolution 

reactions are given by (McKibben and Barnes, 1986) 

• r F « s 2 + o M = 10-"-' few]"-5 [-] -nafeL- (8) 
v cm L • sec 
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' F e s , + Fe- = I**- 1 L 5 L

 +1L H - J T 1 ^ W 
fea2 + re J-JJ+J 0.5 c m 2 • sec 

(McKibben and Barnes (1986) incorrectly reported their pyrite-02(aq) rate constant as 10 - 8- 5; by 

re-analyzing their concentration vs. time plots we determined the correct value to be that given in 

Eq. 8.) 

Figure 3 illustrates the expected dissolution of pyrite by both Fe 3 + and 02(aq) in the intra-

aqueous Fe equilibrium case, with Fe3 +-FeS2 oxidation proceeding at a relatively high rate. This 

results in a rapid decline with distance of both pH and C>2(aq), as shown in Figures 4 and 5. The 

redox ladder concept, discussed above, is born out for this equilibrium example. Specifically, 

Figure 3 shows that the C>2(aq) in the infiltrating water is depleted first, i.e., upstream of the 

depletion of Fe 3 + . In contrast, for intra-aqueous ^equilibrium (Figure 3), only the pyrite-02(aq) 

reaction is possible (since no aqueous Fe 3 + is produced), but it proceeds at a rate ten times less 

than the pyrite-Fe3+ rate in the equilibrium case. Thus, the decline in pH and C>2(aq) occurs over a 

much longer distance (Figures 4 and 5). In this example, we have used a pyrite specific surface 

area of 0.025 cm2/g, to show the effect of intra-aqueous disequilibrium at a large length scale. At 

larger values of the surface area, the disparity between intra-aqueous equilibrium and 

disequilibrium still exists, but will be manifested over a smaller length scale. (Also, although not 

shown, for the case of intra-aqueous Fe equiUbrium, significant precipitation of Fe(OH)3(am) is 

predicted by the model.) 

The above analysis has shown the pH and 02(aq) behavior for the two extremes of intra-

aqueous equilibrium and disequilibrium for reaction 6. The final part of this example is to show 

where between these two limits experimentally reported rates fall. For this we used an Fe 2 + -Fe 3 + 

rate (Eq. 6) taken from a summary paper of intra-aqueous redox kinetics (Eary and Schramke, 

1990): 

' * » - * » = 1 0 - ^ [ s F e H t ^ a q ) ] [ = ] ]JM>te^ ( 1 0 ) 

The results of using Eq. 10 for the intra-aqueous iron reaction are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The 
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pH and C>2(aq) curves based on the experimentally reported redox kinetics are nearly 

indistinguishable from those based on complete redox disequilibrium, so it is clear that in this 

example a geochemical computer model that assumes overall redox equilibrium would be 

insufficient and inaccurate. 

Finally, we wish to ask how much would the intra-aqueous rate have to be changed for the 

pH and C>2(aq) profiles to go from disequilibrium to equilibrium. This is demonstrated in Figure 

8, which shows the C>2(aq) profiles that result when the Fe 2 + -Fe 3 + rate is increased by factors of 

ten (from an initial value labeled as k0 and taken from Eq. 10). It takes an increase of about 100 to 

show much change from disequilibrium, and an increase of about 1000 to approach the equilibrium 

result. 

In the above analysis we have modeled mineral dissolution as occurring simultaneously by 

two parallel reaction mechanisms (reactions 4 and 5). This is a new and important feature of the 

enhanced design methodology, particularly since such reactions are common (Boudart, 1968), 

especially in redox systems. This capabiUty is not present in a number of other geochemical kinetic 

codes (e.g., Yeh and Iskra, 1994; Steefel and Lasaga, 1994). 

In summary, this example has shown the significant influence that intra-aqueous redox 

kinetics can have on the degree of spatial disequilibrium and chemical zoning. Although we have 

specifically dealt with pyrite dissolution, the same effects could easily be observed with 

reinfiltration of oxygenated water into an in situ chemical barrier. Thus it is important to have the 

capability to model this process during the design of the in situ barrier. 

5. CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL HETEROGENEITIES 

Laboratory studies provide much of the understanding on which in situ treatment 

technologies are based, yet many field-scale issues simply cannot be addressed in the laboratory. 

One important issue is the presence of multiple-length-scale physical and chemical heterogeneities, 

which lead to time-dependent retardation of reactive contaminants that is significantly different 

from the behavior observed in homogeneous aquifers (Roberts et al., 1986; Kabala and Sposito, 
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1991; Tompson, 1993). 

In this regard, one of the most important influences on the large-scale retardation and 

breakthrough behavior of contaminants is the degree of spatial correlation between the chemical 

properties (such as reactive surface area and mineral volume fraction) and the hydraulic 

conductivity. A negative correlation (usually expected) will yield a much different shape and 

velocity for the contaminant plume than a positive correlation. Through its effect on the "local" 

precipitation/dissolution rate, the variability in reactive surface area coupled to the variability in 

"local" conductivity (i.e., the local correlation) produces differing degrees of reaction front 

sharpness at various points in the medium., These local reaction fronts interact in a complicated 

fashion to produce a large-scale or global displacement pattern, which may or may not be 

accurately duplicated by simple scale-averaging of the chemical and physical properties. A specific 

example of chemical heterogeneity in the ISRM project is the correlation of clay and 

iron-(hydr)oxide content and surface area with the local permeability and porosity. This 

correlation may be the single most important factor determining the success of the reductive 

barrier. Other important chemical heterogeneities at the ISRM site include the spatial variability of 

the ion-exchange capacity and the spatial variability of any relevant adsorption K^s and/or 

adsorption rate constants. 

In summary, the knowledge gap between bench-scale testing and field-scale performance 

significantly increases the difficulty of designing an effective in situ chemical barrier, i.e., one that 

maintains control over the desired chemical reactions as reagents and contaminants are transported 

through physically and chemically heterogeneous aquifer materials. The surface-area/conductivity 

correlation and the heterogeneity distribution at the ISRM experimental site are still under 

investigation and, when quantified, will represent one of the most important inputs to the new 

design methodology. 
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6. ENHANCED DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

Based on the above discussions of the importance of modeling detailed chemical 

mechanisms coupled to transport and the importance of including the effects of both physical and 

chemical heterogeneity, we present in this section a concise outline of the enhanced design 

methodology that includes both of these effects. As mentioned earlier, the most important analysis 

tool in the design methodology is the multidimensional reactive transport code. This code, which 

is still being actively developed and improved, includes two important features. First is a 

multicomponent geochemical reaction module that models more of the detailed chemical kinetic 

mechanisms in subsurface systems than other currently available codes do. This includes all of the 

reaction mechanisms mentioned earlier, plus the features listed in Section 3, including the 

capability to model stoichiometrically dependent sets of reactions (parallel reactions). This is a 

modular program that may be coupled to a variety of state-of-the-art transport codes (e.g., Wheeler 

et al., 1992) by operator-splitting. 

The second important feature is implementation of the multidimensional, coupled, reactive 

transport model on massively parallel computer architectures. Given the current state of computer 

technology, it is only with massively parallel architectures that fine-scale and large-scale 

heterogeneities can be simultaneously simulated for chemically complex, multidimensional 

systems. Given the naturally occurring physical and chemical heterogeneities-at the Hanford Site, 

the dithionite chemical barrier experiment is an ideal test problem for proving the capabilities of the 

parallel computer code. 

A general methodology for the successful design of in situ chemical barriers is given below 

and illustrated by the flow chart in Figure 9. [Steps 1-3 are not entirely sequential; portions of 

them may be conducted simultaneously.] 

(1) Perform site-characterization studies to analyze subsurface physical and chemical 

heterogeneities at the proposed field site. 

(2) Conduct laboratory studies to measure relevant physical and chemical parameters, 
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including the "major" rock types at the specific field site. The studies may include batch, bench-

scale, and intermediate-scale experiments. Column experiments should be performed on 

individual sediment or rock types to assess the degree of chemical heterogeneity at the field site, 

i.e., how many different rock types are necessary to represent the field-scale heterogeneities. 

(3) Demonstrate that the software package can describe reactive transport through 

individual sediment types found at the field site, i.e., it can model the local coupling of chemistry 

and transport. 

(4) Optimize the design of the field test with the reactive transport model, based on the 

combined results of the site-characterization study and the laboratory experiments, taking into 

account the naturally occurring physical and chemical heterogeneities at the field scale. 

(5) Carry out the field or pilot test to create the in situ permeable barrier. 

(6) Analyze the results of the pilot test to determine the effectiveness of the original design. 

Use monitoring data to evaluate emplacement success and identify mechanisms causing any 

deficiencies. Decide on the final design for full-scale aquifer remediation. 

Since steps 3,4, and 6 are the primary focus of the enhancement outlined in this paper, let 

us amplify them: 

Step 3: In this step the reaction-transport analysis is restricted to one-dimensional flow in a 

homogeneous medium (i.e., a column) through a number of sediment types representative of the 

field site, each of which is chemically and physically homogeneous. This primarily involves 

extraction of the important chemical parameters (solubilities, sorption constants, rate constants, 

etc.) from the batch and column studies and incorporation of these data into the design analysis. 

Step 4: This step integrates the information from the individual column experiments that 

were analyzed in step 3 with data from the site characterization studies, in order to provide a design 

capable of describing reactive transport through the physically and chemically heterogeneous test 

site. That is, by systematic averaging or upscaling of the properties of the individual sediment 

types to the field scale, flow and reactive transport behavior at the field scale can be predicted. 

This will depend on both accurate chemical analysis of all the pertinent sediment types and accurate 
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characterization of their distribution in the aquifer. The most important analysis tool for this step is 

the 3-D reactive transport model. 

One of the principal roles of step 4 is an analysis of the sensitivity of the design to various 

physical and chemical parameters. This consists of systematically testing the sensitivity of the 

expected results to physical parameters (such as the permeability and porosity distribution) and to 

chemical parameters (such as the distribution of reactive phases determined in the site 

characterization studies). This analysis is important because it is likely that uncertainties in the 

distribution of reactive phases and their correlation with permeability may still exist after the site 

characterization. With a sensitivity analysis, it is possible to determine whether the uncertainties in 

the site characterization (which should be quantifiable) are likely to affect the success of the in situ 

permeable barrier. It is also possible to test the sensitivity of the system to various pumping rates 

and to the concentrations of the reagents used in the remediation. The sensitivity analysis will be 

used to optimize the design of several aspects of the remediation technology: (a) the formation of 

the original permeable chemical barrier (in the case of the ISRM experiment, this is the reduction of 

structural iron in clays by dithionite injection); (b) the longevity of the chemical barrier (in this 

segment, the software package is used to describe the physical and chemical processes over time 

that may act to destroy the chemical barrier; in the case of the ISRM experiment, this involves 

primarily the re-infiltration of oxygen into the remediation site and subsequent re-oxidation of 

structural iron in the clays); and (c) performance assessment of the barrier for the actual 

contaminant(s) of interest (in the case of the ISRM experiment, this analysis would involve the 

chemical migration of chromium). The sensitivity analyses will emphasize those processes and 

parameters that are likely to most significantly impact the efficiency and success of the ultimate 

remediation process. 

. Step 6: This step consists of the post-test interpretation of the monitoring data. Most 

importantly, the interpretation will use the same reactive transport model as was used in the original 

design and sensitivity analysis of the field test. The use of a consistent approach is essential for the 

efficient design of remediation strategies, since it allows the engineer to systematically improve the 
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performance of the pilot test and the final remediation technology. Formulated in this way, the 

interpretation of the field data becomes part of an iterative process in which the parameters and 

processes identified in steps 3 and 4 will be evaluated and adjusted where appropriate to reflect the 

new understanding of the processes involved. 

The post-test interpretation will focus on (a) the overall efficiency of the barrier 

emplacement and the factors that determine that efficiency, and (b) the issue of natural physical and 

chemical heterogeneities that may have affected the results. For example, in the ISRM experiment, 

the correlations between reactive site distributions and permeability in the porous matrix at the field 

site are likely to have a very important effect on the efficiency of the barrier emplacement." The 

field test, in conjunction with the post-test interpretation, provide essential information that can be 

used to improve subsequent designs. The issues addressed in the original design of the field test, 

including (a) formation of the barrier, (b) longevity of the barrier, and (c) performance assessment 

of the barrier with an actual contaminant, will also be addressed in the post-test interpretation. 

Without a comprehensive design methodology that accounts for chemical reactions coupled 

to transport, one may have to iterate between steps 5 and 6 a number of times to reach an optimum. 

This iteration process could be very expensive. However, with the ability of the reactive transport 

modeling tools to check design sensitivity against system parameters, the number of iterations can 

be reduced greatly or eliminated altogether. The success of this depends on modeling all the 

important chemical processes with the correct coupling to fluid transport in a heterogeneous 

aquifer. The chemical heterogeneity column experiments are essential to this step. Also, the ability 

to optimize the barrier emplacement design in a timely fashion is contingent on the ability to specify 

user input at run-time instead of engaging in costly reprogramming. 

Testing the above step-by-step design at the ISRM site will demonstrate the benefit of the 

new methodology for one particular remediation at one particular site. Depending on the success 

of the experiment, the next logical step is to design a larger-scale in situ barrier at a different site or 

over a larger area that may encompass the original test site. A site characterization study would still 

be required at a new site to identify the distribution of physical and chemical properties. However, 
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based on the experience gained in the pilot test and the ability of the new software tools to test 

many different scenarios (e.g., various compositions of the injected solution and various pumping 

rates), the laboratory effort should be reduced. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

By explicitly including chemical reactions and chemical heterogeneity in the field-scale 

transport analyses, the enhanced design methodology will result in more efficient and reliable 

barrier emplacement and performance. The enhanced methodology is flexible and readily adaptable 

to all subsurface permeable chemical barrier technologies. Therefore it will be applicable not only 

to groundwater restoration at DOE sites, but also to Department of Defense and industrial sites. It 

has applicability to a wide variety of contaminants, including heavy metals, radionuclides, and 

dissolved organics. 

Some of the more important direct benefits will include (1) more optimal design of in situ 

permeable barriers, resulting in greater effectiveness in trapping contaminants; (2) greater 

efficiency and speed in designing new barriers; (3) enhanced ability to anticipate potential 

problems, thereby reducing the risk of failure; (4) improved assessment of the barrier performance 

and longevity; (5) enhanced value of existing physical and chemical data; (6) improved design of 

required laboratory experiments; (7) increased efficiency in testing the sensitivity of the treatment to 

various physical parameters; and (8) greater ease of including new information in the design. 

A key point is the anticipated reduction in the number of laboratory and field experiments, 

which can significantly decrease the design cost. In particular, after the initial laboratory and site-

characterization studies to calibrate the reactive transport model, design modifications and 

optimization of the in situ treatment require fewer laboratory and pilot tests than if these tools were 

not available. The importance of modeling detailed reaction mechanisms, including parallel 

dissolution schemes for the same mineral, is demonstrated through an example based on intra-

aqueous redox kinetics. 
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Table 1—Elements, minerals, and aqueous 

Elements Minerals 

Hydrogen FeS2 (pyrite) 
Oxygen Fe(OH)3(am) 
Iron FeOOH (goethite) 
Sulfur FeS (pyrrhotite) 
Chlorine S (sulfur) 

Fe(OH)2 

FeS04 
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species used in pyrite oxidation simulations. 

Aqueous Species 
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Table 1—Elements, minerals, and aqueous species used in pyrite oxidation simulations. 

Figure 1—Pyrite oxidation model, showing the important reaction mechanisms (Stumm and 

Morgan, 1981). 

Figure 2—Equilibrium redox ladder (Scott and Morgan, 1990). 

Figure 3—Comparison of pyrite dissolution rates for intra-aqueous Fe equilibrium vs. intra-

aqueous Fe disequilibrium. JBoth 02(aq) and Fe 3 + induce significant dissolution in 

the equilibrium case, only C>2(aq) is important in the disequilibrium case. (Here, the 

negative of the pyrite rate is plotted in units of moles per liter bulk volume per sec.) 

Figure 4—Comparison of pH profiles for intra-aqueous Fe equilibrium vs. intra-aqueous Fe 

disequilibrium. 

Figure 5—Comparison of C"2(aq) concentration profiles for intra-aqueous Fe equilibrium vs. 

intra-aqueous Fe disequilibrium. 

Figure 6—pH profile for intra-aqueous Fe kinetics (see Eq. 10) compared to intra-aqueous Fe 

equilibrium and intra-aqueous Fe disequilibrium. 

Figure 7—C>2(aq) concentration profile for intra-aqueous Fe kinetics (see Eq. 10) compared to 

intra-aqueous Fe equilibrium and intra-aqueous Fe disequilibrium. 

Figure 8—pH profiles for various values of the Fe 2 + -Fe 3 + rate constant. 

Figure 9—Flow chart of enhanced design methodology for in situ chemical barriers. 


